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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Mergers between quasi linear convective systems
(squall lines) and isolated supercells pose a challenge
to warning forecasters as the changes in storm orga-
nization that result from the merger can present an
evolving severe weather threat. Past studies have
examined such merger events as a potential insti-
gator for tornadogenesis, with a number of studies
documenting cases where squall line-supercell merg-
ers appear to coincide with the development of tor-
nadoes (e.g., Goodman and Knupp 1993; Sabones
et al. 1996; Wolf et al. 1996; Wolf 1998). More
recently French and Parker (2012) documented an
evolving severe weather threat in an analysis of 22
observed cases of these types of mergers. Generally
speaking, any strong, long-lived tornadoes and large
hail occurred with the isolated supercells prior to the
merger, while severe straight-line wind reports were
maximized post-merger. Furthermore, the merg-
ers were observed to precede several key changes in
storm structure. In most cases the merged system
evolved into one of three patterns of bow echo orga-
nization (French and Parker 2012, their �g. 7) and
a post-merger increase in low-level storm rotation
following the merger was also commonly observed
(French and Parker 2012, their �gs. 11 and 14).
This past work demonstrates that squall line-

supercell mergers can have important implications
for storm morphology and, as a result, severe
weather production. However, the observations used
in these studies have been of insu�cient to determine
the key processes that drive these observed changes.
As a result, the present study has used an ideal-
ized numerical simulation of a squall line-supercell
merger to examine the storm-scale processes at work
in these events. Our ultimate goal is to develop a
conceptual model to explain the dynamical processes
responsible for the behavior observed when a squall
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line merges with an isolated supercell.

2. METHODS

This work utilized 3D idealized numerical model
simulations using version 1.16 of the Bryan cloud
model (CM1) described by Bryan and Fritsch (2002).
We used a horizontal grid spacing of 500 m as a com-
promise in order to su�ciently resolve convective-
scale processes while also keeping computing costs
manageable given the 300 x 400 x 20 km grid neces-
sary to simulate a squall line, supercell and merged
system. The vertical grid spacing was stretched from
100 m at the surface to 250 m above z=2500 m.
We employed open x- and y- lateral boundary con-
ditions, free-slip upper and lower boundary condi-
tions, and a Rayleigh damping layer above 14 km.
In the interest of keeping these simulations as sim-
ple as possible radiative e�ects, surface friction and
surface �uxes were all neglected. The simulations
do include Coriolis forcing, applied to perturbation
values only at a constant value of f = 1 × 10−4s−1

across the entire domain (i.e. an f -plane). This was
included because initial tests revealed that it was
necessary in order to produce the asymmetric struc-
tures (i.e. a dominant cyclonic line-end vortex at the
north end of the squall line) similar to what was ob-
served for real-world mergers. This is not surprising
as the convergence of planetary vorticity has been
shown by a number of studies to be important to
the development of cyclonic mesoscale vortices over
a wide range of scales (i.e. Skamarock et al. 1994;
Weisman 1993; Atkins and St. Laurent 2009). The
present simulations used a horizontally homogeneous
background environment (Fig. 1a), based on the ide-
alized environment of Weisman and Klemp (1982),
which has been widely used in the simulation of con-
vective storms. The squall line was triggered using a
200 km long (y-dimension), 10 km wide, 3 km deep
line thermal with a potential temperature pertur-
bation of +2 K. Random noise of +/− 0.1 K was
added to the thermal to help develop 3 dimensional
structures along the line. A supercell was triggered 3
hours into the simulation using a single warm bubble
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positioned approximately 60 km ahead of the devel-
oping squall line.
Experience revealed that the main challenge in

simulating a squall line-supercell merger lies with
producing both convective modes simultaneously
within a single simulation. In many cases a simu-
lation that produced a reasonable supercell storm
would not produce an e�ective squall line, and vice-
versa. To address this issue, we employed the "base-
state substitution" BSS technique discussed in detail
by Letkewicz et al. (2012, manuscript submitted to
Mon. Wea. Rev.) to employ two di�erent wind
pro�les throughout the simulation in order to con-
trol storm organization (Fig. 2). First, we initiated
a squall line in an environment characterized by a
favorable, unidirectional wind pro�le (Fig. 1a) and
let it mature for three hours, essentially the time it
took for the line to become steady. At this point,
we wrote a restart �le containing all of the run-time
model �elds, and modi�ed the base-state wind pro-
�le within the restart �le to resemble one more char-
acteristic of a supercell environment, namely moder-
ate (25 m s−1) deep-layer shear and a low-level shear
vector that veers with height (Fig. 1b).
As illustrated in �gure 2, this was done by sepa-

rating the original base-state wind pro�le from the
perturbations that had developed in the course of
running the 3-hour squall line simulation, introduc-
ing the new base-state wind pro�le, and then adding
the original storm-induced perturbations back on to
the new wind pro�le. In doing this we are able
create a more favorable environment for supercells,
while still maintaining the physical perturbations to
the wind and thermodynamic �elds produced by the
squall line. The base state thermodynamic pro�le is
left untouched; the small changes in values of CAPE
and CIN between Figs. 1a and b are perturbations
solely due to the presence of the squall line. Once
the modi�cations are complete, we restart the sim-
ulation using the modi�ed restart �le, and trigger
the supercell ahead of the squall line with a warm
bubble.
This paper will focus on the results of two simula-

tions run using this method. The includes a super-
cell triggered ahead of the line following the restart
(hereafter the "MERGER" simulation) allowing us
to simulate a squall line supercell merger. The sec-
ond includes the change in the wind pro�le, but
without the supercell being triggered (hereafter the
"NOMERGER" simulation) to assess how a squall
line would evolve in the higher-shear environment
absent the merger.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Overview of idealized merger simulation

We will begin our discussion with an overview
comparing the MERGER and NOMERGER sim-
ulations. The squall lines in the MERGER and
NOMERGER simulations evolve nearly identically
until just before the onset of the merger with the
supercell. At this point, in the MERGER simula-
tion, the squall line begins to weaken in the vicinity
of the supercell, evident as a decline in simulated
radar re�ectivity in �gure 3a-b. As the merger pro-
gresses, the supercell becomes the new northern end
of the squall line, and an increase in simulated radar
re�ectivity is seen to the south of the merged su-
percell (Fig. 3c-d). This region ultimately accel-
erates eastward, producing a pronounced, but com-
pact bow echo to the south of the remnant supercell
(Fig. 3e-f). The period immediately following the
merger is also characterized by an increase in low-
level vertical vorticity. As the merger begins, there is
a rapid increase in vertical vorticity within the lowest
1 km AGL in the simulation (colored shading, Fig 3).
Over time, this area expands, eventually developing
into a broad area of primarily cyclonic vorticity lo-
cated north of the developing bow echo, character-
istic of a cyclonic line-end vortex that is common to
the bow echo organization (e.g. Weisman 1993). Fi-
nally, shortly after the merger, a strong rear in�ow
jet begins to appear in the lowest few kilometers
above ground, and likely plays a role in the develop-
ment of the bow echo (blue vectors, Fig 3). Many of
these features, particularly the simulated radar evo-
lution and development of strong low-level vertical
vorticity are consistent with structures identi�ed in
observed squall line-supercell merger cases by French
and Parker 2012. This gives us con�dence that our
simulations e�ectively capture this phenomenon.
Comparing the MERGER simulation to the

NOMERGER simulation, we �nd that even without
the merging supercell the squall line evolves into a
bow echo (Fig. 4a-f). This is not surprising given
that the strong vertical shear pro�le added follow-
ing the BSS should favor bow echo organization (e.g.
Weisman 1993; Evans and Doswell 2001). However,
while similar in terms of gross storm morphology,
the details of the bowing in the two simulations are
quite di�erent. The NOMERGER simulation pro-
duces a very broad bow, encompassing most of the
squall line, and the bow begins to emerge by approx-
imately 275 minutes into the simulation (Fig. 4b).
Meanwhile the MERGER simulation produces a bow
that is much more compact in north-south extent,
while also appearing more pronounced (i.e. more
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concave), and does not fully develop until approx-
imately 310 minutes into the simulation (Fig. 3e).
Furthermore, the NOMERGER simulation does not
produce the strong low-level vertical vorticity seen in
the MERGER simulation, nor does it appear to pro-
duce as many squall line mesovortices. Thus, while
the background environment favors development of
a bow echo, the merger plays an important role in
modulating the details, intensity, and timing of the
bowing, not to mention the development of low-level
storm rotation. We will next take an in-depth look
at several of the key processes responsible for the
simulated post-merger evolution.

3.2 Cold pool evolution

One aspect of the early merger evolution that is
of particular interest is the weakening of the squall
line in the vicinity of the merger, evident in both
the present simulations as well as an many observed
cases. An analysis of the surface potential temper-
ature �eld (not shown) reveals that the decline in
squall line intensity begins approximately the same
time that out�ow from the isolated supercell be-
gins to reach the squall line's gust front. The na-
ture of this interaction is illustrated by examining
the low level potential temperature gradient associ-
ated with the squall line's gust front (Fig. 5a-e).
As the out�ow from the supercell reaches the gust
front (Fig. 5b), the potential temperature gradient
rapidly weakens, becoming non-existent within 20
minutes of the �rst interaction (Fig. 5c-e).
The result of this weakening is twofold. First,

since the speed of the gust front can be approxi-
mated by the speed of a density current, it is propor-
tional to the strength of the density gradient across
the gust front. As this gradient weakens, the for-
ward motion of the gust front stalls. This keeps the
gust front from overtaking the supercell. Secondly,
the strength of lifting along the gust front is also
driven in part by the strength of the gust front den-
sity gradient. As this gradient weakens, so too does
the low-level lifting along the gust front that is sus-
taining the squall line, vanishing completely by 140
minutes into the simulation (Fig. 5f-j).
The ultimate result of the stalling of the gust

front, and subsequent removal of gust front lifting
is that the portion of the squall line involved in the
merger weakens and the supercell becomes the new
leading edge of the squall line. This leads to the su-
percell playing a dominant role in the post-merger
evolution, rather than being overwhelmed or �ab-
sorbed� by the squall line. This �nding meshes well
with observations of areas of weak radar re�ectivity

preceding the merger by French and Parker (2012)
and of a "distortion" of the squall line's just front in
the merger case observed by Goodman and Knupp
(1993).

3.3 Low-level vorticity evolution

A second feature of interest in common to observed
cases, as well as the present MERGER simulation is
the development of a region of strong low-level ver-
tical vorticity associated with the merged supercell.
As is clear from �gures 6-9, the evolution of ver-
tical vorticity in the MERGER simulation is quite
complicated, as there are multiple vortices span-
ning multiple scales present before, during and af-
ter the merger. These include the mesocyclone as-
sociated with the supercell, a shallow, small-scale
vortex that develops along the supercell's rear-�ank
gust front, several mesovortices that develop along
the gust front of the squall line and later the merged
system, and �nally, a large line-end vortex that de-
velops at the northern edge of the merged system as
it evolves into a bow echo. A detailed analysis of
the spectrum of vortices produced, and how they re-
late to the merger is underway, however the present
discussion will focus on a low-level circulation that
develops out of the remnant supercell mesocyclone
as it moves rearward with respect to the merged sys-
tem's gust front.
The vortex of interest originates approximately

1 km AGL near the mesocyclone of the pre-merger
supercell prior to the onset of merging (Fig. 6b,
red arrow). It appears to be the last in a series
of cyclic episodes of low-level mesocyclogenesis that
occur while the supercell is isolated. The vortex
rapidly deepens, extending to approximately 5 km
AGL, as was observed with earlier circulations asso-
ciated with the supercell (Fig. 7). However, as this
vortex moves rearward, it begins to weaken in the
mid-levels (e.g. approximately 5 km AGL), while
remaining strong and growing in diameter between
1 - 3 km AGL (Fig. 8). Eventually, once the vor-
tex is well to the rear of the merged system's gust
front, it begins to lower with time (Fig. 7, t=275-285
min), leading to the rapid spin-up of a region of very
strong vertical vorticity at the lowest model level
(Fig. 7, t=285-290 min and Fig. 9a). While the 500
m horizontal grid spacing is insu�cient to resolve
tornado-scale vortices, the presence of strong, con-
centrated, vertical vorticity at the lowest model level
does suggest the potential for a tornado-like vortex.
This is signi�cant given observations in past studies
of tornadoes occurring during or just after a squall
line-supercell merger occurs ( Goodman and Knupp
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1993; Sabones et al. 1996; Wolf et al. 1996; Wolf
1998). Furthermore, this apparent descent of strong
vertical vorticity is consistent with observation of
strong rotation becoming concentrated in low-levels
post-merger in a number of the cases examined by
French and Parker (2012).
While a more quantitative analysis will be forth-

coming in a future paper, we have some prelimi-
nary thoughts on the processes responsible for the
development of this near-surface vortex. First, as
shown in �gure 9, the near-surface vortex develops
in a region of strong low-level vertical wind shear
(c.f. the sizable di�erence in wind speed and di-
rection between the lowest model level and 1 km
in Fig. 9a, b) which, by de�nition implies strong
horizontal vorticity. This strong vertical wind shear
appears to be the result of high-momentum air from
the squall line's rear in�ow jet (RIJ) being forced
to the surface by the rear �ank downdraft (RFD)
of the merging supercell (note the low-level diver-
gence signature of the RFD in Figs. 6-9). Secondly,
as shown in �gure 7 the descent of strong vorticity
to the lowest model level is preceded by the exten-
sion of strong upward vertical velocities to this level
as well. This coupled with observations that the
strong core of vertical vorticity is co-located with
a low-level updraft maximum leads us to speculate
that updraft-tilting of horizontal vorticity and sub-
sequent stretching of the resultant vertical vorticity
may be an important driver for the development of
this vortex. Thus we propose that as the remnant
mesocyclone moves rearward, it feeds on the hori-
zontal vorticity created by this strong vertical shear,
which intensi�es the circulation and leads to the de-
velopment of the near-surface vortex. This may ex-
plain why the low-level vortex develops and persists
well to the rear of the maximum buoyancy gradient
along the gust front, where one would expect a maxi-
mum in baroclinically-generated horizontal vorticity
to be found.
This process implies that the development of this

near-surface vortex is tied directly to the squall line-
supercell merger. The merger �rst produces a region
of strong horizontal vorticity in the lowest model lev-
els via the supercell's RFD forcing high-momentum
squall line RIJ air to the surface. Then, as the rem-
nant supercell updraft and mesocyclone encounter
this strong low-level shear, they provide a mecha-
nism to tilt this horizontal vorticity into the ver-
tical and intensify the resultant vertical vorticity
via stretching, resulting in an intense low-level vor-
tex. We plan to quantify the details of this process
more completely and present the results in a future
manuscript.

3.4 Rear in�ow jet and bow echo development

One of the remaining questions to emerge from the
observation-based study was what role the merger
itself played in producing the bow echoes that were
frequently observed. Since many cases occurred in
what could be classi�ed as bow echo environments
it was unclear whether the merger was a key part
of bow echo development, or if the convective line
would have eventually produced bow echo structures
without a merger. In comparing the MERGER and
NOMERGER simulations above, it is clear that both
simulations produce bow echoes, suggesting, as ex-
pected, that the environment is playing an impor-
tant role here. However, it is also clear that the
characteristics of the bowing vary between the sim-
ulations. We will now examine how the merger may
in�uence bow echo development in terms of the pro-
cesses responsible for bow echo formation, namely
the development of a strong rear in�ow jet.
As shown in �gure 3b-d, the merger eventually

leads to a local increase in convective intensity along
the squall line, which produces stronger mid-level
warming than is seen in the NOMERGER simula-
tion (Fig. 10b, d). This strong heating serves to
produce a minimum buoyant pressure perturbation
near the leading edge of the squall line (Fig. 10a,
b), which has long been known to be a key ele-
ment in producing a rear in�ow jet (RIJ, e.g. Weis-
man 1992). This works to re-invigorate the RIJ
in the MERGER simulation leading to the bowing
structure observed. In comparing the MERGER
and NOMERGER simulations, it is clear that the
MERGER run produces a lower minimum pres-
sure, that is more compact and displaced further
south compared to the NOMERGER run (Fig. 10b,
d). This explains why the strongest RIJ in the
MERGER run is more compact in the north-south
direction and located further south than in the
NOMERGER run (Fig. 10a, c), consistent with dif-
ferences in the location and scale of the bowing be-
tween the two runs. At the time shown, the RIJ in
the MERGER simulation is still re-developing after
weakening prior to the merger (e.g. when the squall
line initially weakened),leading to wind speeds that
are comparable to the NOMERGER run despite
lower minimum pressure perturbation. This demon-
strates that while the environment favors bowing
with or without a merger, the merger plays an im-
portant role in modulating the storm scale charac-
teristics of the bow, including its size, location and
intensity.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Idealized simulations have been run that capture
the salient features of observed squall line-supercell
merger cases, revealing some of the key processes at
work. Speci�cally:

1. The merger is preceded by a weakening of the
squall lines cold pool, leading to a local decline
in squall line intensity. This results in the su-
percell being preserved during the merger and
playing a dominant role in the merged system.

2. Following the merger, an increase in low-level
vorticity is observed to the rear of the merged
system's gust front, associated with the rem-
nant supercell mesocyclone. This vortex ap-
pears to develop due to the tilting of horizontal
vorticity that results from strong vertical wind
shear following the descent of the rear-in�ow
jet.

3. The merger produces an increase in convec-
tive intensity, producing strong warming aloft.
This generates a local minimum in pertur-
bation pressure near the leading edge of the
merged system, driving a re-intensi�cation of
the squall line's rear in�ow jet that leads to
post-merger bow echo development.

Additionally, comparisons between a simulation
run with the merger included (MERGER) and one
without the merger supercell (NOMERGER) reveal
that while bow echoes are present in both simula-
tions, the merger has a signi�cant impact on the na-
ture of the bowing that results. As one might expect,
this has important e�ects for the sensible weather as-
sociated with the merged system, as the MERGER
run produces 1) stronger surface winds; 2) larger
near-surface vertical vorticity; and 3) heavier rainfall
in the vicinity of the merger (Fig. 11). These results
are largely consistent with observations of merger
events, both in terms of storm structure as well as
with the merger producing severe weather in many
cases. However, the simulations also imply that the
merger itself may provide a region of particularly
severe weather along the squall line, a �nding that
could not be determined from severe weather reports
alone due to the lack of accurate null reports along
the squall line, away from the merger.
The present study has focused on the stormscale

dynamic processes involved in squall line supercell
mergers. Future work is planned to attempt to ad-
dress the question as to why a range of bow echo
structures are observed in these cases (e.g. French

and Parker 2012) using a series of idealized exper-
iments to test di�erent background environments,
merger locations, storm motions and forcing mecha-
nisms.
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base-state environmenta)

restart environmentb)

Figure 1: Skew-T log-P diagrams and hodographs depicting the horizontally homogeneous background environments for (a)
the initial 2-hours of simulation time and (b) the stronger vertical shear environment introduced two hours into the simulation
(after the BSS)

.
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original full model  �elds
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base-state

original simulation

restart model

halt original model simulation

original 3D 
perturbations
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perturbationsnew full model  �elds
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base-state

saturation adjustment (if needed)

base state substitution
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram illustrating the Base State Substitution method used to replace the background wind pro�le 2
hours into the simulations.
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Figure 3: Summary plot of simulated radar re�ectivity (dBZ, grey shading), vertical vorticity (s−1, positive values shaded in
color), −2K potential temperature perturbation (dashed purple contour), and 1 km AGL storm-relative wind vectors within the
storm (blue vectors > 20 m s−1) at (a) 265, (b) 275, (c) 285, (d) 295, (e) 310, and (f) 325 min. into the MERGER simulation.
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Figure 4: As in Fig. 3, but for NOMERGER simulation.
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Figure 5: (a-e) Magnitude of the surface potential temperature gradient (K km−1, shaded as shown) and -2 K potential
temperature contour (black contour) and (f-j) 1 km AGL vertical velocity (m s−1, shaded as shown) and -2 K potential
temperature contour (black contour) between 110 and 150 minutes into the MERGER simulation.
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a) b) 

d) c) 

Figure 6: Simulated radar re�ectivity at 1 km AGL (dBz, gray shading), -2 K surface potential temperature perturbation
(purple contour), and vertical vorticity (s−1, colored shading, and ground-relative wind vectors (blue > 20 m s−1, red > 25 m
s−1) at a) the lowest model level, b) 1 km AGL, c) 3 km AGL, and d) 5 km AGL at 269 minutes into the MERGER simulation.
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Figure 7: Time vs. height plot of maximum vertical vorticity and maximum vertical velocity associated with the circulation
discussed in the text.
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a) b) 

d) c) 

Figure 8: As in Fig. 6, but at 269 minutes into the MERGER simulation.
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a) b) 

d) c) 

Figure 9: As in Fig. 6, but at 269 minutes into the MERGER simulation.
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Figure 10: Left panels: Plan view of simulated radar re�ectivity (dBZ, gray shading), ground relative wind vectors (m s−1,
vectors > 20 and 25 m s−1 shaded blue and red, respectively), and pressure perturbation averaged between 1 and 2 km AGL
(Pa, colored contours). Right panels: Cross section of potential temperature perturbation (K, shaded as shown) and pressure
perturbation (Pa, black contours) averaged in the x-direction over the box shown in a, and c. Top panels (a,b) are from the
MERGER simulation and bottom panels (c, d) are from the NOMERGER simulation. All plots are at 285 minutes into the
respective simulations.
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Figure 11: Swaths of maximum wind speed (top panels, m s−1, shaded as shown) and vertical vorticity (middle panels, s−1,
shaded as shown) at the lowest model level, and rainfall rate (bottom panels, mm hr−1, shaded as shown) accumulated between
3 and 6 hours into the simulation for the a, c, e MERGER and b, d, f NOMERGER simulations. The �elds are accumulated by
taking the maximum value over time across the subset of the model domain shown. Black start denotes approximate merger
location, with ovals denoting areas where the merger produces substantial di�erences between the simulations.
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